Abstract: Synthesis of nanocrystals with exposed high-energy facets is a well-known challenge in many fields of science and technology. The higher reactivity of these facets simultaneously makes them desirable catalysts for sluggish chemical reactions and leads to their small populations in an equilibrated crystal. Using anatase TiO 2 as an example, we demonstrate a facile approach for creating high surface area, stable nanosheets comprised of nearly 100% exposed (001) facets. Our approach relies on spontaneous assembly of the nanosheets into three-dimensional, hierarchical spheres that stabilizes them from collapse. We show that the high surface density of exposed TiO 2 (001) facets leads to fast lithium insertion/deinsertion processes in batteries that mimic features seen in high power electrochemical capacitors.
Introduction
Shape-controlled synthesis of nanocrystals with exposed high-energy/reactive facets is of great importance for both fundamental studies and technological applications (e.g., energy storage in electrochemical capacitors and catalysis) in multiple fields.
1-7 Anatase titanium oxide (TiO 2 ) with a tetragonal crystal structure is probably the most studied metal oxide. [8] [9] [10] [11] The surface energies of its (001) and (101) facets have been calculated to be 0.90 and 0.44 J m -2 , respectively. 12 As a result, anatase nanocrystals are usually observed in a truncated bipyramidal shape dominated by energetically stable (101) facets.
Although as likely to form during the earliest stages of crystal growth, the more reactive (001) facets are quickly eliminated.
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Following the first report of anatase TiO 2 microcrystals with around 47% exposed (001) facets, 14 a series of studies by research groups world-wide have demonstrated synthesis of sheet-like anatase TiO 2 single-crystals with as high as 89% exposed (001) facets. 12, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] However, the construction of hierarchical structures from these interesting anatase TiO 2 nanosheets has not been realized. Another observation is that despite the high percentages of (001) facets that survive crystal growth, the specific surface area of the TiO 2 bearing these facets is unacceptably low, due to the relatively large crystal thickness in the [001] direction. For example, the specific surface area of anatase TiO 2 nanosheets (1.09 µm in width; 260 nm in thickness) with 64% exposed (001) facets is only 1.6 m 2 g -1 .
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By reducing the thickness in the [001] direction and increasing the two-dimensional lateral size of (001) planes, it should be possible to simultaneously increase the percentage of exposed (001) facets and the specific surface area of sheet-like anatase Here we show that these facets also provide unusual opportunities for electrochemical energy storage. In this particular application we take advantage of both the high surface activity of the synthesized anatase TiO 2 -NS hierarchical spheres (TiO 2 -NSHS) and the excellent "bulk" properties imparted by their geometry. Specifically, the extremely short transport length-scales in the [001] direction and a well-defined nanoporous structure facilitate fast, reversible lithium insertion/extraction, a requirement for high-power lithium-ion batteries.
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Experimental Section Materials Synthesis. In a typical synthesis, 0.03 ml of diethylenetriamine (DETA; 99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added into 42 ml of isoproponal (IPA). After the solution was gently stirred for a few minutes, 1.5 ml of titanium (IV) isopropoxide (TIP; 97%, SigmaAldrich) was added. The reaction solution was then transferred into a 60 ml Teflon-lined stainless steel autoclave and kept in an electric oven at 200 o C for 24 h. It should be noted that any disturbance during the reaction, e.g., opening of oven door, need to be avoided to assure the successful formation of the desired structure. The autoclave was then taken out 
Results and Discussions
Our anatase TiO 2 -NSHSs are obtained by calcining the solvothermally synthesized amine-stabilized TiO 2 -NSHS ( Figure 1A ) at 400 o C in static air (see the experimental section). The high crystallinity and phase purity of the resultant material are confirmed by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Figure 1B ). All the identified peaks (pattern II in Figure 1B High resolution (HR) TEM analysis is employed to determine the crystal facets. Figure   4A shows part of a single nanosheet with visible lattice fringes. It can be observed that two sets of lattices are present and that they are oriented perpendicular to each other with an equal inter-fringe spacing of 0.19 nm, corresponding to anatase (020) and (200) planes. The fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) pattern (Fig. 4A, inset ) of the same region can be indexed to diffraction spots of the [001] zone. 14 Therefore it can be concluded that the TiO 2 -NS is bounded by (001) facets on both the top and bottom. Figure 4C (020) or (200) of anatase. These dark lines can be used to estimate the thickness of the NS to be only 3 nm, which explains its curved feature and high specific surface area of 170 m 2 g -1 . Assuming that each TiO 2 -NS is as long as it is wide, a sheet thickness of ~ 3 nm and size of 100 -300 nm implies that 95 -99 % of the exposed surfaces are (001) facets.
To understand the mechanism of forming such a nanosheet-based hierarchical structure, different experimental conditions were investigated. Generally, no nanosheet structures were formed using amines with other chain lengths, e.g., methylamine, ethylenediamine, oleylamine, or 1-hexadecylamine, indicating that DETA is particularly suitable and effective to produce nanosheet-like structures in the current solvothermal synthetic system. Moreover, the stabilizing effect of DETA can be further revealed by increasing its relative concentration in the reaction medium. When the amount of TIP is decreased to 0.6 ml, chain-like structures assembled from ultrathin TiO 2 NSs are formed (Figure 5 ), where the organization of the NSs is much lesser compact. It can then be hypothesized that, the emerging (001) high energy surfaces will be effectively stabilized by DETA in the solvothermal system, which prohibits their growth long the [001] direction. After prolonged reaction, due to the 2-dimensional lateral growth of such facets, they will develop into large ultrathin NSs. Because of their ultrathin feature, these NSs are highly flexible and can thus readily self-organize into different hierarchical architectures while still maintaining the maximized exposure of (001) facets.
Anatase TiO 2 has been intensively studied both experimentally and theoretically as the host structure for reversible lithium insertion/extraction. Interestingly, it can be observed that the intensity of both peaks increases during the subsequent scans, suggesting a possible activating process in the electrode material. 38 More strikingly, there is no apparent irreversible process observed in the first cathodic scan indicating a high Coulombic efficiency for lithium extraction. This observation is quite unusual for anatase TiO 2 . Figure 6B depicts the charge-discharge voltage profiles of the TiO 2 -NSHS electrode for the first few cycles at a current rate of 5 C (850 mA g -1 ). The result is generally consistent with the above CV analysis as well as previously reported data, 30, 39 where two voltage plateaus appear at about 1.7 V and 2.1 V during the discharge and charge processes, respectively. The discharge curves clearly show that the lithium insertion process can be divided into three different stages. 39 The first stage is represented by the sharp drop of the potential from the open circuit voltage to a value around 1.7 V, which is just before onset of the plateau region. The next stage is the process of lithium insertion into the vacancy sites of the TiO 2 crystal structure, corresponding to the short horizontal plateau region.
The final stage is the gradual decay of the voltage after the plateau region, reflecting that the lithium ions are further inserted into the surface layer of the electrode material. 39 The insertion process gives a first discharge capacity of 204 mA h g -1 , and a subsequent charge capacity of 169 mA h g -1 , leading to an irreversible capacity loss of only 17%.
This should be considered very low when compared to other anatase TiO 2 electrodes, as the initial irreversible capacity loss reported is generally in the range of 30 -40%.
28, [40] [41] [42] In the second cycle, the discharge capacity decreases to 175 mA h g -1 with a corresponding charge capacity of 165 mA h g -1 , leading to a much higher Coulumbic efficiency of 94%. This value further increases to 97% in the fifth charge-discharge cycle, indicating that the irreversible capacity loss due to trapping of Li + inside TiO 2 framework decreases rapidly upon cycling. can be retained after more than 100 charge-discharge cycles. This corresponds to a lithium insertion coefficient of 0.52, which is slightly higher than the previously determined maximum value of 0.5. This difference is not unusual for high-surface area nanostructures and is here attributed to the presence of an abundance of active surface sites for lithium storage. 43 As usual, the reversible capacity decreases to 136 mA h g -1 after 100 cycles when the C-rate is increased to 5 C (850 mA g -1 ). Further increasing the C-rate to 10 C (1700 mA g -1 ) leads to small decrease in capacity, nicely confirming that the short diffusion path length in our ultrathin TiO 2 nanosheets leads to highly efficient solid state diffusion of Li + ions. These high-rate capacities are probably among the best reported values for any TiO 2 -based electrodes tested under similar conditions.
To investigate the rate capability, our TiO 2 -NSHS is discharged and charged at various current rates, with the results shown in Figure 7A . It can be clearly observed that our TiO 2 -NSHS shows excellent capacity retention at different rates. Even at a high current rate of 20 C (3400 mA g -1 ), a reversible capacity of 95 mA h g -1 can still be delivered, demonstrating a magnificent high rate performance. Moreover, a capacity of 169 mA h g -1 can be resumed when the rate is reduced back to 1 C. Figure 7B illustrates the current rate dependence of the discharge capacities of the TiO 2 -NSHS. Apparently, the capacities drop with increasing current densities (equivalent to power density when multiply by the average discharge voltage). At current rates of 0.5 C (85 mA g -1 ), 1 C, and 5 C, specific capacities of 224 mA h g -1 , 192 mA h g -1 , and 170 mA h g -1 can be obtained, respectively.
It is important to mention that, the first discharge capacity of 300 mA h g -1 can be reached at the current rate of 0.5 C, corresponding to a lithium insertion coefficient of 0.88, which is significantly higher than the theoretical value of 0.5. This first-cycle high discharge capacity is generally attributed to surface phenomena such as the irreversible decomposition of electrolyte accompanying the formation of solid electrolyte interface (SEI), 39, 43, 44 as well as the ultrathin nanosheets granting efficient transport of lithium ions. 30 When a current as high as 10 C (1700 mA g -1 ) is used, our TiO 2 -NSHS is still able to deliver a reversible capacity of 150 mA h g -1 .
In order to further understand the enhanced lithium storage properties of these anatase
TiO 2 -NSHS, we have carried out post-mortem studies after 100 charge-discharge cycles at 5 C (850 mA g -1 ). As shown in Figure 8 A and B, the overall spherical structures can be fairly retained although the detailed nanosheet structures become somehow diminished. This is understandable as these nanosheets might be too thin but large to withstand the high-rate insertion/extraction of lithium ions over extended cycling.
Nevertheless, the nanosheet structure might still exist in the resulting fine particles. Our recent study shows that the nanosheet structure can be completely retained for smaller but thinker (about 10 nm) free-standing anatase TiO 2 nanosheets. 38 Surprisingly, the XRD analysis suggests that the anatase crystal structure can also be sustained ( Figure 7C ), as there is no noticeable change in the intensities of the dominant (101) peaks before and after the electrochemical test. This observation is a good demonstration of the bulk structural stability of our TiO 2 -NSHS, considering that the long-range crystal ordering of the electrode material is usually lost after extended galvanostatic cycling.
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Conclusions
In summary, a simple approach is presented for synthesizing uniform hierarchical spheres self-assembled from ultrathin anatase TiO 2 nanosheets (~ 3 nm in thickness and a few hundred nm in lateral size) with nearly 100% exposed (001) facets. These hierarchical spheres manifest a 3D nanoporous structure with a high specific surface area of about 170 m 2 g -1
. Inspired by the unique structure and inherently short transport path length of the assembled TiO 2 nanosheets, we evaluate their ability to reversibly insert/release lithium for high power density electrochemical energy storage in batteries.
Our results show that anatase TiO 2 -NS spheres manifest unusually high Coulombic efficiency for lithium extraction, excellent capacity retention, and superior rate behavior.
In addition to their promise for high-power lithium-ion battery electrodes, we anticipate that anatase TiO 2 nanosheet assemblies will provide long sought after materials solutions in multiple fields, including photocatalysis and dye-sensitized solar cells. In this article, we report a facile synthesis of uniform hierarchical spheres self-assembled from large ultrathin anatase TiO 2 nanosheets with nearly 100% exposed (001) facets. We also show that the high surface density of exposed TiO 2 (001) facets and a well-defined nanoporous structure lead to fast lithium insertion/deinsertion processes in batteries that mimic features seen in high power electrochemical capacitors. 
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